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In many applications the quantity and rate at which visual data is 
collected can far outpace a human's ability to label or annotate even 
a small percentage of it. For example, the collection of scientific 
visual data by autonomous agents such as planetary rovers or 
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs). Unsupervised “scene 
understanding” algorithms could summarise this data in the absence 
of any annotations. A human expert would then only need to view 
these summaries before directing their attention to relevant subsets 
of the data for subsequent analysis.
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Image Representation

Image features: Segment features:

• Made especially for this task
• Based on pooling independent component
 analysis (ICA) responses in segments

• Segmentation is done by the mean shift algorithm

• Based on sparse coding spatial 
 pyramid matching (ScSPM) [27]

• Scene understanding: frameworks that incorporate and model multiple sources of visual, 
 annotation or other information to improve some joint visual inference task (i.e. scene 
 recognition and object detection with image annotations).

• Scene understanding is an active research area, and many algorithms exist for weakly or
fully supervised applications.

• A few of these algorithms can be used in situations where only visual data is available, 
 though they may operate in a reduced capacity [4] or have not been benchmarked    
 thoroughly in this setting [7, 12]. 

• We present a Bayesian graphical model specialised for truly unsupervised (visual data 
 only) scene understanding applications.

Introduction & Aim

MCM's generative story:

• Global visual features, wji, are used to understand the context of a scene. This scene
 recognition provides context that aids the recognition of objects.

• That is, discovered scene-types or image clusters, T, can influence the objects or segment 
 clusters, K, found in an image (e.g. we would likely find trees in a forest).

• Also, the co-occurrence and distribution of objects within an image, βt, can influence
the type of scene it belongs to (e.g. cows and grass likely make a rural scene).

• The hyperparameters and number of clusters are learned using variational Bayes.

• The MCM was compared against other 
  unsupervised, weakly supervised and fully 
  supervised algorithms on four datasets: 
 –  MSRC, 
 –  LabelMe, 
 –  UIUC Sports, 
 –  100K underwater images from and AUV.

• NMI - normalised mutual information is a 
 clustering metric. A value of 1.0 is when the 
 labels and clusters perfectly agree.

UIUC sports dataset scene recognition

MSRC scene and object discovery
Cwidth,s is a prior tuning parameter that 
influences how many segment clusters the 
unsupervised algorithms find.

Robotic dataset scene discovery
This dataset is comprised of 100,000 images 
of the seafloor captured by an autonomous 
underwater vehicle (AUV). Cwidth,i is a prior 
tuning parameter that influences how many 
image clusters the unsupervised algorithms 
find. *These algorithms were run using 8 
cores as opposed to one.

Sample MSRC result
This is a single result of 
the MCM clustering the 
MSRC dataset. Random 
samples of the scene 
clusters are indicated by 
the row-wise coloured 
squares, and the segment 
clusters have been shown 
in the figure on the right. 
Here the image NMI was 
0.731, and segment NMI 
was 0.58.

• This paper has demonstrated that fully unsupervised, annotation-less algorithms for scene 
 understanding can be competitive with supervised and weakly-supervised algorithms.

• The proposed MCM can use contextual information from scene-types to improve object 
 discovery and is able to use object co-occurrence and proportion information to greatly 
 improve scene discovery performance.

• We have also demonstrated that the MCM is able to run on large datasets gathered by 
 autonomous robots, enabling fully automated data gathering and interpretation pipelines.

• Encodes spatial layout of 
  the image

We use a whole image descriptor as well as a latent distribution of “object” types to represent 
images. These object-types are formed by simultaneously clustering image and segment 
features.
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